
Homework 6.9.19 
Reading your book. Sounds Speaking Activity  

Look at the front cover. What do 
you think this book is about? 

How did… 
Why … 
Who … 

What will happen next?  
Did you like the book ?  

  What sounds can you 

hear in the house?  
 

 
What sounds can you hear in the 

park?  

Can you talk to your child about 
different colours. Can they find 

something that is blue and bring 
it in to show us. 

 

Parent’s Signature :___________ 

 
  I understand       I need a           I don’t  
  my work and      little help         understand 
 don’t need help    with my work   and need  
                                               more help 
 
Comments :  

 

Parent’s Signature :___________ 
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  my work and      little help         understand 
 don’t need help    with my work   and need  
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Parent’s Signature :___________ 

 
  I understand       I need a           I don’t  
  my work and      little help         understand 
 don’t need help    with my work   and need  
                                               more help 

 
Comments :  

 

Homework is given out on a Friday and will be collected back in on the following Wednesday. 



Please help your child enjoy their learning, the activities set should be fun and can be made into games. Don’t 
worry if your child has difficulty staying on task to begin with, just do little short bursts and their concentration will 
get better over time.  
Please circle one of the faces to indicate how your child found the activity. 

 
  I understand       I need a           I don’t  
  my work and      little help         understand 
 don’t need help    with my work   and need  
                                               more help 
Thank- you for your support. 
Mrs B Clarke 
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Morning,   afternoon or night time ? 
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